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Introduction

Two papers:

1. Cunha, Elo, and Culhane (CEC, Journal of Econometrics, 2020).
– How do we estimate parental beliefs?
– Do parental beliefs predict investments in early childhood?

2. Cunha, Gerdes, and Nihtianova (CGM, TPL Working Paper, 2020).
– Are parental beliefs malleable?
– Does an increase in parental beliefs cause an increase in parental investments?



Introduction: CEC

A static model of parental beliefs and early investments.

Survey instrument.

From parental reports to parental expectations about child development.

From parental expectations about child development to beliefs about the
parameters of the technology of skill formation.

The Philadelphia Human Development Study.

Results.



A Static Model of Beliefs and Investments

Utility function:

U (ci, hi,1) = ln ci + αi,1 ln hi,1 + αi,2 ln xi (1)

ci is the household consumption.

hi,1 is the child’s human capital at the end of the period.

xi is the early investment.



A Static Model of Beliefs and Investments

The budget constraint

ci + pixi = yi (2)

pi is the relative price of the investment good.

yi is the household income.



A Static Model of Beliefs and Investments

The technology of skill formation:

ln hi,1 = ψ0 + ψ1 ln hi,0 + ψ2 ln xi + ψ3 ln hi,0 ln xi + νi (3)

hi,0 is the child’s human capital at the end of the period.



A Static Model of Beliefs and Investments

Let Ψi denote the parent’s information set.

Define E (ψj| hi,0, xi,Ψi) = µi,j.

Assume, although not necessary, that E (νi| hi,0, xi,Ψi) = 0.

Then, the perceived technology of skill formation is:

E ( ln hi,1| hi,0, xi,Ψi) = µi,0 + µi,1 ln hi,0 + µi,2 ln xi + µi,3 ln hi,0 ln xi (4)



The Parent’s Problem

The parent’s problem is to maximize the expected utility subject to:
• The budget constraint.
• The perceived technology of skill formation.

The solution is:

xi =
[

αi,1 (µi,2 + µi,3 ln hi,0) + αi,2

1 + αi,1 (µi,2 + µi,3 ln hi,0) + αi,2

]
yi
pi

(5)

We cannot separately identify αi,1, αi,2, µi,1, µi,2 if we only observe ”typical”
variables in datasets: hi,0,hi,1,xi, pi, and yi.



Do we need to separately identify all these
terms?

It depends on the question. Define the ”parameter” κi:

κi =

[
αi,1 (µi,2 + µi,3 ln hi,0) + αi,2

1 + αi,1 (µi,2 + µi,3 ln hi,0) + αi,2

]
(6)

Consider two questions:

Question 1: What will happen with investments if we have an exogenous increase
in household income that does not impact preferences, information set, or hi,0?

Question 2: What will happen with investments if the parents participate in a
parenting program that raises µi,2 by 10% but does not impact preferences,
household income, or hi,0?



Steps in the Construction of the Survey
Instrument

IRT analysis of the Motor-Social Development (MSD) Scale.

Create hypothetical scenarios of h0 and x.

Adapt MSD items for the elicitation of expected development given scenarios
for h0 and x.



MSD Instrument



Item Response Theory

Let ai denote the child’s age at the time of the MSD assessment.

Let d∗i,j denote the following latent variable:

d∗i,j = b0,j + b1,j

(
ln ai +

b2,j
b1,j

θi

)
+ ηi,j (7)

θi is deviation from typical development for age. We observe:

di,j =

{
1, if d∗i,j ≥ 0

0, if d∗i,j < 0
(8)





Scenarios (see CEC, 2013)



MSD Adaptation

Two types of elicitation questions:

How likely is it that a baby will [MSD Item] by age 24 months if scenario is (h0, x)?

What are the youngest and oldest ages a baby will [MSD Item] if scenario is (h0, x)?

The instrument uses four MSD items (see CEC, 2013):

1. Speaks partial sentence with three words or more.

2. Learns to say his/her first and last names together without anyone’s help.

3. Counts three objects correctly.

4. Learns his or her own age and sex.



From answers to expectation about the
natural log of human capital

In ”How Likely” questions, parents supply a probability between 0% and 100%.

In ”Age Range” questions, parents supply numbers between 0 and 48 months.

We transform the answers into error-ridden measures of E ( ln hi,1| hi,0, xi,Ψi).

We account for measurement error.

We investigate the construct’s predictive validity.

Do parental beliefs at pregnancy predict investments one year later?



”How Likely”



”Age Ranges”



”Age Ranges”

We construct ”bounds” (upper and lower triangular, see CEC, 2013, 2020).

We consider different points of ”arbitrarily” close to zero (see Delavande,
2015).



Identification if no Measurement Error:
GMM

Let ln hL
i,j,k and ln hA

i,j,k denote subjective beliefs for parent i, MSD item j, and
scenario k as elicited by the ”how likely” and ”age ranges” instruments,
respectively.

If there is no measurement error, then:

ln hL
i,j,k = E ( ln hi,1| h0,k, xkΨi)

ln hA
i,j,k = E ( ln hi,1| h0,k, xkΨi)



Identification if no Measurement Error:
GMM

Mi,1 =
∆E

(
ln hi,1| h0,Ψi

)
∆ ln x×∆ ln h0︸ ︷︷ ︸

difference between scenarios 1 and 3

− ∆E ( ln hi,1| h0,Ψi)

∆ ln x×∆ ln h0︸ ︷︷ ︸
difference between scenarios 2 and 4

= µi,3

Mi,2 =
ln h0∆E ( ln hi,1| h0,Ψi)

∆ ln x×∆ ln h0
−

ln h0∆E
(
ln hi,1| h0,Ψi

)
∆ ln x×∆ ln h0

= µi,2

Mi,3 =
ln x0∆E ( ln hi,1| x,Ψi)

∆ ln x×∆ ln h0
− ln x∆E ( ln hi,1| x,Ψi)

∆ ln x×∆ ln h0
= µi,1



Identification with Measurement Error

With measurement error, then:

ln hL
i,j,k = E ( ln hi,1| h0,k, xkΨi) + ϵLi,j,k

ln hA
i,j,k = E ( ln hi,1| h0,k, xkΨi) + ϵAi,j,k

Remember that:

E ( ln hi,1| h0,k, xkΨi) = µi,0 + µi,1 ln h0,k + µi,2 ln xk + µi,3 ln h0,k ln xk



Identification with Measurement Error

So:

ln hL
i,j,k = µi,0 + µi,1 ln h0,k + µi,2 ln xk + µi,3 ln h0,k ln xk + ϵLi,j,k

ln hA
i,j,k = µi,0 + µi,1 ln h0,k + µi,2 ln xk + µi,3 ln h0,k ln xk + ϵAi,j,k

Two ways we can approach this problem.

1. Random coefficient regression model.

2. Factor model.



Random coefficient regression model

Define Zk = (1, ln h0,k, ln xk, ln h0,k ln xk) and µi = µ+ ui. Assume:

E (ui| Zk) = 0

E (uiu′i | Zk) = Γ

The first assumption states that deviations from mean belief are orthogonal to
scenarios, which is reasonable as scenarios are set in exogenous fashion.

The second assumption allows for non-diagnonal variance-covariance matrix
of deviations from mean beliefs.

We never assume that µ = ψ.



Random coefficient regression model

Define ωf
i,j,k = Zkui + ϵfi,j,k for f ∈ {A, L}. Assume:

E
(
ωf
i,j,k

∣∣∣ Zk) = 0

E
(
ωf
i,j,kω

L
i,j,k

′
∣∣∣ Zk) = ZkΓZ′k + σf

i I

The first assumption states that measurement error is orthogonal to
scenarios.

The second assumption allows the variance of measurement error to vary
across individuals, but does not allow for correlation across measurement
errors. We will relax it in the factor approach.



Factor Approach

Consider the model:

ln hf
i,j,k = µi,0 + µi,1 ln h0,k + µi,2 ln xk + µi,3 ln h0,k ln xk + ϵfi,j,k

Note that:

• µi are the latent factors.

• Zk = (1, ln h0,k, ln xk, ln h0,k ln xk) are the factor loadings.

• ϵfi,j,k are the uniquenesses.



Factor Approach

Assumption 2: ϵfi,j,k = αkλ
f
i,j

Assumption 3: λf
i,j is uncorrelated with λf′

i,j′ for f ̸= f′ or j ̸= j′.

Assumptions (2) and (3) allow for correlation in measurement error across
scenarios conditional on the elicitation form f and the MSD item j.

Natural assumption because of the structure of the elicitation form.



The PHD Study

We enrolled 822 women at the second trimester of first pregnancy and
measured beliefs (CEC, 2013).

When children were 8-12 months old, we measured investments (HOME for
all, LENA for a random subsample 33%).

When children were 22-26 months old, we assessed development (Bayley
Scales).

When children were 28-34 months old, we piloted a parenting-directed
language invtervention (136 parents).





Raw Data: How Likely  One Item



Raw Data: How Likely  Many Items



Raw Data: How Likely, IRT Inversion, Many
Items



Raw Data: Age Range  One Item



Raw Data: Age Range  Probability, One
Item



Raw Data: Age Range, IRT Inversion, One
Item



Raw Data: Age Range, IRT Inversion, Many
Items



Raw Data: All Forms, All Items



How Likely: Measurement Error



Age Ranges: Measurement Error



Heterogeneity in Beliefs



Mean Beliefs



The Parent’s Problem

Given that we cannot reject that µi,3 is equal to zero for approximately 95% of
the sample, the solution is:

xi =
[

αi,1µi,2 + αi,2

1 + αi,1µi,2 + αi,2

]
yi
pi

(9)

Note that neither µi,1 nor µi,3 should predict investments.



Correlation with Household Income



Correlation: MSE and Structural Factors



MSE Predicts HOME One Year Later



MSE Predicts HOMEOne Year Later: LASSO



Conclusion CEC, 2020

Simple model linking beliefs to investments.

Elicitation of beliefs at pregnancy.

Measurement of investment one year later.

Raw belief data: Heaping, measurement error that follows elicitation
instrument structure.

Beliefs vary across sample, correlate with observable characteristics, and
predict investments.

Are beliefs malleable?



Introduction CGN, 2020

Pilot evaluation of the LENA Start Program.

Invited 136 families from PHD Study.

Randomly allocated to control and treatment.

Imperfect compliance, but very strong prediction of assignment dummy.



LENA Start Program

Center- and group-based.

Lasts 13 (then, now 10) weeks.

Each session:

1. Education.

2. Coaching.

3. Objective feedback.

Education and coaching: Joint attention and speech casting/recasting.



Objective Feedback



Impacts on Conversational Turns: Effect
sizes

ITT (OLS): 31.4% (11.3 %) of a standard deviation.

ATE (Roy Model): 48.7% (19.4 %) of a standard deviation.

TT (Roy Model): 61.4% (23.4%) of a standard deviation.

LATE (2SLS): 56.3% (22.2%) of a standard deviation.



Other noteworthy findings

We find that the increase in conversational turns is driven by the audio
segments the child initiates.

We also find impact on conversational turns in audio segments initiated by a
male adult.



What explains change?

Impact on parent self efficacy: No.

Impact on parent’s sense of social support: No.

Maternal knowledge: maybe (borderline).

Maternal beliefs (ATE): 44% (18%) of a standard deviation.



Next steps

Partnership with a school district in Houston (N = 600) and the Harris County
Public Libraries (N = 400).

Long-term follow up through primary data collection and administrative data
sharing agreements.

Soon (new paper): How are parental beliefs formed? How do parents update
beliefs?
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